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Cartier ros e to the top of Kadence's luxury brand index. Image credit: Cartier

By SARAH JONES

Consumer perceptions of French jeweler Cartier as the most timeless, high status and exclusive brand helped the
house earn the top spot in an index of the most luxurious brands.

Research conducted by Kadence found that factors such as heritage and quality resonate the most with consumers
as they are determining the luxury positioning of a brand. While there were a number of global trends, individual
markets valued some characteristics and brands more than others.
"For many Cartier remains an aspirational brand, still slightly out of reach, and our study showed that aspiration
forms a key dimension of luxury," said Greg Clayton, managing director for Kadence International, London.
"Equally, Cartier has glamorous, even romantic associations," he said. "Lastly, the French provenance of Cartier
reinforces the romantic brand image."
Kadence’s “Luxury Index 2018” is based on almost 6,000 consumer interviews across 13 countries. T he survey
polled consumers on characteristics such as quality, distinctiveness, status, exclusivity, history, timelessness, feelgood factor and experiential.
Quality comes first
Cartier was the top brand globally in Kadence’s index. While the jeweler also earned the top spot in the West,
German automaker Mercedes-Benz led the rankings in Asia.
Around the world, cars are the category most likely to be seen as luxury, followed by jewelry, watches and airlines.
Accordingly, the global top 10 is dominated by automakers, with Rolls-Royce, Ferrari, Lamborghini, BMW and
Porsche making the list.

Rolls-Royces unveils the Cullinan; Image credit: Rolls-Royce
Kadence points out that these manufacturers are well-known and widely coveted, helping to propel their luxury
status.
On the opposite side of the spectrum, some categories, including watches, gain prestige from being exclusive. For
instance, Graff Diamonds scored high on the luxury index, but is not a household name.
While the idea of luxury was traditionally tied to rarity and high price points, Kadence’s report found that exclusivity
was the least important of the eight traits it measured.
Another trend in the index was the impact of brand history on positioning. In general, those with a longer heritage
scored better.
While Cartier had a fairly even perception around the globe, a number of luxury brands performed better in their
home market than abroad. T his was true for T iffany & Co., which came in sixth globally but placed first among a U.S.
audience.

T iffany celebrates a first with multichannel campaign and Elle Phanning debut. Image credit: T iffany
Much of the focus in marketing today centers on creating experiences, but the index found that “experiential” was
the second least important trait to determining a brand’s luxury status. However, this trait is more important to
millennials than it is to those over the age of 35.
Positioning practices
T here is an ongoing push and pull in the luxury business today between the heritage brands with decades or even
centuries of history and tradition behind them and the newer, younger brands that still have something to prove.
But each type of brand has the potential to be what Luca Cordero di Montezemolo, president of NT V and former
chairman of Fiat and Ferrari, calls evergreen brands. At the Financial T imes Business of Luxury Summit, Mr.
Cordero di Montezemolo spoke about how brands can grow into an evergreen house, which will allow them to live a
healthy life long into the future (see story).
When a company wants to establish itself as a luxury brand, sometimes everything but the product needs to be
changed, according to a Glenfiddich executive at Luxury Interactive Europe 2015.
Glenfiddich is a single malt Scotch distiller owned by William Grant & Sons, which dates back to 1887, but only
recently has the brand moved to position itself as luxury. Working from the quality and heritage already present,

Glenfiddich is altering packaging and positioning to make itself stand out from competitors (see story).
"T he results point to a valid formula for luxury being the maintenance of exceptional quality standards over time,"
Mr. Clayton said. "In prosaic terms, this might equate to reliability, but luxury depends on establishing desirability
through premiums in design, performance, scarcity, positioning or experience - the aspirational je ne sais quoi.
"T here can then be localized effects – we saw that national pride appears to have played a role in T iffany’s high
placing within the U.S. market and Singapore Airlines being at the top of the list in Singapore," he said. "Heritage and
provenance certainly play a role – and we believe that it will be many years before we see a globally recognized
luxury brand emerge from a developing market."
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